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Barbera d’Asti D.O.C.G.!

Growing region and history  

The origin of this grape variety are uncertain, the first written mention is in a 
XVII century document of Nizza Monferrato town hall while its official 
recognition occurred only in 1798, with the inclusion in the first ampelography 
of grape varieties cultivated in Piedmont region made by the Count Nuvolone, 
vicedirector of the Agrarian Society of Turin:  
“Powerful wine, always quite hard, but full of an exquisite fragrance, and of a 
flavor that mixes strenght and delicacy.”
 IL Barbera or rateher LA Barbera , as it is termed in Piedmont is one of the 
best known and appreciated Italian wines due to its generous alcoholic 
character – the  “generous Barbera”that strenghtens the soul chanted by the 
poet Giosuè Carducci,  and described as “ legendary “ by  the piedmontese 
writer Cesare Pavese. 
Having obtained the D.O.C certification since 1970, the Denomination of 
Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (D.O.C.G.) for “Barbera d’Asti” was 
established in 2008. Such denomination is reserved for the red wines of the 
following varieties types: “Barbera d’Asti” and “Barbera d’Asti Superiore”, 
including the possible sub-specification of “Nizza”, “Tinella” and “Colli 
Astiani” or “Astiano”. The production is located in the provinces of Asti and 
Alessandria. 
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Sensory analysis
Color: ruby red when young, turning to slight garnet with medium aging and deeper garnet with a
 longer one.

Fragrance: pleasantly vinous with scents of ripe sour cherry; hints of licorice and almond and
 forest fruits while aging.

Taste: dry and quiet body, more harmonious with proper aging, developing a full flavour.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2011
Grape variety: 100% Barbera"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 280 meters above sea level"
Soil type: sandy and loamy"
Type of trellis: Espalier"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 1 x 2.50 meters"
Strains density: 4,100 plants/hectare"
Production/hectare: 6 tons
Wine obtained by grapes: 60%"
Harvest period: beginning of October"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinification: traditional
Alcohol: 13.50 % vol.
Aging: 5 years max in a dark and airy cellar, keeping the bottles horizontally
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: one-piece natural cork

Vinification"
Maceration: on the skins at 24-28° C for approx 10-15 days
Alcoholic fermentation: controlled temperature (26°C) and periodical delestage."
Bottling: starting from the 1° of March after the grapes harvest; it is recommended a balancing in
 the bottle of at least 3 months.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

         medium Boules

Service temperature:
18-20°C

Oxigenation time:
10 minutes

Food pairing:
We recommend to match 
Barbera d’ Asti D.O.C.G. 
with:
•  rich pasta dishes
•  red meats
•  fresh and cured ham 
and salami, chees

Technical information !
Barbera d’Asti D.O.C.G. 



Barbera d’Asti D.O.C.G. “Vigne Vecchie 50+”!

Growing region and history

 This Barbera comes from an old vineyard with exposition South-East, 
located across the hills around Nizza Monferrato. The grapes obtained by 
these plants, rare but of high quality, holds very intense fragrances and 
flavours, due to the concentration of mineral nourishments contained in the 
sandy and loamy soil that feeds all the plants around. Thanks to deep roots 
that can reach over 100 meters underground, these old grapes produce a real 
Barbera, strong but pleasant and smooth, ideal for aging. 

We produce it only when climate conditions allow a good grapes maturation, 
granting an alcoholic content of at least 14.00°.

Only 3.500 bottles per year.
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Sensory analysis
Color: ruby red when young, turning to slight garnet with medium aging and deeper garnet with a longer one.

Fragrance: clear aroma of almond and forest fruits; hints of licorice.

Taste: dry and quiet body, more harmonious with proper aging, developing a full flavour.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2011
Grape variety: 100% Barbera"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 280 meters above sea level"
Soil type: sandy and loamy"
Type of trellis: Espalier"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 1 x 2.50 meters"
Strains density: 2,500 plants/hectare"
Production/hectare: 3 tons
Wine obtained by grapes: 50%"
Harvest period: beginning of October"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinification: traditional
Alcohol: 14,00 % vol.
Aging: 15 years max in a dark and airy cellar, keeping the bottles horizontally
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: one-piece natural cork

Vinification"
Maceration: on the skins at 24-28° C for approx 10-15 days
Alcoholic fermentation: controlled temperature (26°C) and periodical delestage."
Bottling: starting from the 1° of March after the grapes harvest; it is recommended a balancing in the bottle of at
 least 3 months.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

         medium Boules

Service temperature:
18-20°C

Oxigenation time:
10 minutes

Food pairing:
We recommend to match 
Barbera d’ Asti D.O.C.G. 
with:
•  rich pasta dishes
•  red meats
•  fresh and cured ham 
and salami, cheese

Technical information!
Barbera d’Asti D.O.C.G. “Vigne Vecchie 50+”!



Monferrato D.O.C. Rosso!

Growing region and history

 Podere Valfrè interprets the selection of its mots precious grapes, by 
wrapping it in these Monferrato Rosso D.O.C. “Red Label” and “Blu Label”: 
two wines that have shared the same route – through over 12 months in French 
Allier oak barrels and 6 months more in bottle – but with surprisingly different 
personality and characteristics.
The delicate support of the oak refines the strong character of these wines, 
giving a long life that improves and enriches over time.
The produciton is limited, and the carefull and strict selection allows only the 
best bunches to be transformed in a long, deep and intens experience. 
Red passion and red heart, pulsing…
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Sensory analysis
Color: ruby red when young, turning to slight garnet with medium aging and deeper garnet with a
 longer one.

Fragrance: tertiary aromas given by French Allier oak barrels of medium toasting.

Taste: dry, quiet body, it becomes more harmonious with proper aging, pleasant, full taste.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2011
Grape variety: 100% Albarossa (Red Label), 50% Cabernet + 50% Barbera (Blu Label)"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 280 above sea level"
Soil type: calcareus and clay"
Type of trellis: Espalier"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 0.90 x 2.40 m"
Strains density: 4,270 plants/hectare"
Production/hectare: 6.6 tons
Wine obtained by grapes: 60%"
Harvest period: late harvest, mid October"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinificaztion: traditional
Alcohol: 14.5 % vol.
Aging: 15 years max in a dark and airy cellar, keeping the bottles horizontally
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: one-piece natural cork

Vinification"
Maceration: on the skins at 24-28° C for approx 10-15 days"
Alcoholic fermentation: controlled temperature (26°C) and periodical delestage."
Aging: at least 12 months in oak barrels barrique of medium toasting;, and then 6 months of bottle
 aging.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

           wide Boules

Service temperature:
18° - 20°C

Oxigenation time:
60 - 180 minutes

Food pairing:
We recommend to match 
Monferrato D.O.C. 
Rosso  with:
•  rich pasta dishes
•  red meats
•   hounted game
•  aged cheese and salami 

Technical information !
Monferrato D.O.C. Rosso 



Piemonte D.O.C. Albarossa!
History 

Albarossa has an Italian and French history. This is a grape variety wich was 
created in 1938 by professor Giovanni Dalmasso with the grape breeder Italo 
Cosmo.  They crossed Barbera with another grape variety called Nebbiolo di 
Dronero, but Nebbiolo di  Dronero is a french variety called Chatus, and for a 
long time the government, under Benito Mussolini, would not allow this wine to 
be produced only because it's not an italian grape variety, it's a cross grape 
variety where one of the parents was French. 

Environmental and cultural characteristics

It has medium leaf, pentagonal and five-lobed, medium cluster, pyramid, 
medium compact, winged, small grape, elliptical with abundant bloom, covered 
with skin, thin but firm, red-violet. It has an abundant production and 
consistently prefers the hilly terrain of medium texture and well exposition. 
Diseases and adversity: quite resistant to major pests and adverse climatic 
agents. 
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Sensory analysis
Color: ruby red with purple accents, tending to garnet during aging.

Fragrance: vinous, slightly fruity, with spicy notes after aging.

Taste: large and velvet after aging; stimulates a warm sensation due to the high alcoholic
 contenent. After aging it has a strong but smooth character.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2010
Grape variety: 100% Albarossa"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 280meters above sea level"
Soil type: reds"
Type of trellis: verticals"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 0.90 x 2.60 meters"
Strains density: 4,270 plants/hectare"
Production/hectare: 5.5 tons
Wine obtained by grapes: 60%"
Harvest period: late harvest, mid October"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinification: traditional
Alcohol: 14.00 – 14.50 % vol.
Aging: 10 years max in a dark and airy cellar, keeping the bottles horizontally
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: technical cork

Vinification"
Maceration: on the skins at 24-28° C for approx 10-15 days
Alcoholic fermentation: controlled temperature (26°C) and periodical delestage."
Bottling: starting from the 1° of November after the grapes harvest; it is recommended a
 balancing in the bottle of at least 10 months.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

         wide Boules

Service temperature:
18°-20°C

Oxigenation time:
60 minutes

Food pairing:
We recommend to match 
Piemonte D.O.C. 
Albarossa with :
•  red meats
•  game 
•  meets and seasoned 
cheeses

Technical information!
Piemonte D.O.C. Albarossa 



Cortese Alto Monferrato D.O.C.!

Growing region and history   

The production and characteristics of this vigorous grape, cultivated in 
Piedmont from the beginning of the XVIII century,  are first reliably recorded in 
the studies of wine experts Leardi and DeMaria in 1870. Its large scale 
diffusion began when, due to the replanting of the grape after the disastrous 
invasion of phylloxera and the modernization of the production techniques, it 
was possible to obtain from it a dry white wine of high quality. 
This high yield white grape variety, which grants an high production per 
hectare, is widely grown in the area of Asti on the right side of river Tanaro, 
where it achieves high excellence levels. In fact the D.O.C. certification for this 
grape was reached in 1974. 
Cortese grapes produce one of Piedmont best dry white wines, fresh and 
light, sometimes even with a stronger structure, but never loosing its elegance. 
A lightly sparkling version is also produced in smaller quantities. 
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Sensory analysis
Color: bright pale yellow, with greenish reflections.

Fragrance: delicate, it reminds fresh flowers, honey, citrus and green apple.

Taste: fresh, fragant. Well balanced, soft with delicate bitter notes and rich of pleasant
 acidity.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2011
Grape variety: 100% Cortese"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 280 meters above sea level"
Soil type: sandy"
Type of trellis: Espalier"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 1 x 2.50 meters"
Strains density: approx 4,500 plants/hectare"
Production/hectare: 8 tons
Wine obtained by grapes: 60%"
Harvest period: mid October"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinification: traditional
Alcohol: 12,00 % vol.
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: technical cork

Vinification
Alcoholic fermentation: controlled temperature (18-22°C) and periodical batonnage."
Bottling: starting from January - March after the grapes harvest; it is recommended a
 balancing in the bottle of at least 2 months.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

         medium tulip

Service temperature:
12-16°C

Food pairing:
We reommend to match 
Cortese Alto Monferrato 
D.O.C. with:
•  Italian starters
•  Fish dishes
•  Shellfish and seafood
•  Aperitifs and quick 
snacks

Technical information!
Cortese Alto Monferrato D.O.C.!



VALFREBIANCO – White sparkling wine from aromatic grapes!

Growing region and history

 Moscato (from the Latin "muscatus” - ”smelling like musk”) Its origin is 
remote, already cultivated by the Romans who called this variety “uva apiana” 
because it attracted the bees with its sweetness, it became widely diffused in 
the Middle Ages, with the first document attesting its presence in Piedmont 
dating from the XIV century. 
Since those remote times the term Moscato denotes different grape varieties 
and ampelographers have struggled to put some order in this family of grapes 
and wines. A complex genetic research has identified three main varieties: the 
Muscat yellow or orange flower (also called "Sirius" for his Middle Eastern 
origin), the Muscato of Alexandria or Zibibbo (arrived in Europe from Egypt) 
and finally the white Muscat Canelli also said, whose ancestors originate in 
Greece."
Only the white Moscato has been consistenly cultivated on the hills bordering 
Langhe and Alto Monferrato becoming through the generations one of the 
most characteristic varieties of the region
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Sensory analysis
Color: medium intensity pale yellow.

Fragrance: intense and musky, with clear hints of apricot flowers, honey and peach syrup."

Taste: fine and persistent foam, gently sweet taste with aromatic notes at the end.

Technical data"
Harvest: 2012"
Grape variety: 100% Moscato"
Growing area: Incisa Scapaccino "
Ground altitude: 220 meters above sea level "
Soil type: white clay"
Type of trellis: Espalier"
Pruning: Guyot"
Planting: 1.10 x 2.60 meters"
Strains density: 4,000 plants/hectare approx."
Production/hectare: 9 tons
Wine obtained by grape: 60%"
Harvest period: first week of September"
Collection: in boxes of 20 kgs each
Type of selection: manual
Vinification: traditional
Alcohol: 5.5 % vol. 
Bottling: sterile isobaric
Cork: technical cork

Vinification"
Maceration: soft pressing of the grapes vinified at a controlled temperature in steel tanks."
Bottling: from the 1° of November after the harvest, it is recommended a balance in bottle for at
 least 3 months.

SUGGESTIONS

Type of Glass:

               Asti Cup

Service temperature:
6° -  8° C

Oxigenation time:
Few minutes

Food pairing:
We recommend to match 
Valfrebianco with:
•  sweets
•  young cheese 
•  seasonal fruits

Technical information!
Valfrebianco – White sparkling wine from aromatic grapes 
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As told by the Greek comedian 
Eubolus, Dionysus, the god of wine, 
recommended:   !

“Three cups of wine, not one more, I 
fix for those wise drinkers. The first 
cup for the health of those who are 
drinking; the second one awakes love 
and pleasure; the third one invites you 
to sleep. Drunk this, who wants to be 
wise, returns home. The fourth cup 
is no longer ours, it’s oversized; the 
fifth shouts; six means now 
troubles; seven swollen eyes; eight 
comes the security; nine brings bile; 
ten has lost the reason, it falls to the 
ground inconcious. Spilling wine too 
often in a small cup sizes legs to the 
drinker.” !


